As an addition to the growing literature concerning the BinetSimon tests, and as a further contribution to measuring the efficiency of the scale, the following study of a normal thirty-nine months old child is offered. 
The child, B?, is a sweet, winsome little girl, happy of disposition, very loving and lovable, strong and well of body (having had no illness since birth more serious than bowel disturbances and "colds"), keen and bright of mind, quick to comprehend and eager to learn.
Until this summer she has had few playmates, losing thereby somewhat of social development but gaining greatly in comparative freedom from interfering cross-currents. At no time have any attempts been made to force her mental development, though there have been studied efforts at making her little games educational in character. At the age of two she was given a Montessori outfit, as an experiment. She quickly learned the simpler plays, as the stairs, cylinders, insets, and color cards. Very early with her dawning intelligence her parents reasoned with her not only as to the wherefore of things but also as to the why of conduct. This method has greatly stimulated the child's associative faculty, and has bred a habit of weighing and comparing.
In all evaluations of the Binet-Simon tests, due consideration must be given to the child's training and environment. Binet and Simon state that all their norms were determined in those primary schools in Paris which are located in the poorer quarters. It III. Execute three commissions on one order. BinetSimon formula.
After repeating the admonition to follow exactly the directions, and in the order given, F?said: "Now, daughter, take this key and put it on the chair; then go and close that door; then get that box and bring it to me."
With shining eyes and happy face, the three commissions were promptly and accurately performed, though there was noticeable a strong impulse to snatch the nearby box before closing the door; this impulse was repressed, however, and the right sequence of commissions carried out.
IV. Count nine sous, three single and three double. Not done by B?.
V. Name four colors.
Binet-Simon have chosen four colors: red, blue, green and yellow; and each of these the child is required to name in the order they may be pointed out.
Long before she was three, B? would accurately select and name the following: white, black, gray, tan, violet, blue, green, yellow, orange, pink, brown and red. Her early acquaintance with so many colors is probably due to playing with the color cards of the Montessori outfit, the sixty-four cards of which she could correctly sort and assemble at the age of thirty months. 
